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1 Introdution

1.1 Compare p2p video-streaming appliations

The p2p distribution model has shown to be ost e�etive and e�ient for

the distribution of data, for both private and publi parties. Reently a

number of p2p lients for live video-streaming have emerged, as suh, it

would be of interest to see how good these appliations are at performing

their job. We will ompare appliations suh as SwarmPlayer, ppLive and

Veetle (or any other suh lient we might �nd interesting). We will install

them in a a virtual mahine that shares nothing with the host mahine and

that is deleted after the testing. This is beause suh lients are known to

ontain virus/spyware/malware. We will then analyze the patters of the

streams reated by these appliation, aptured by tpdump/wireshark and

analyzed with respet to the onnetions that are made and amount of data

transfered.

2 Implementation

We want to pro�le the data streams, and see how the di�erent appliations

handles some of the problems desribed earlier, as well as their measures

taken to optimize the performane and resoure utilization. Here is a list of

things we want to measure:

• Paket size pr. peer.

• How big is the bu�er size.

• How big is eah "hunk".

• Bandwidth onsumptions.

• "Traker" resoures.

• Tra� pattern.

• Upstream vs Downstream - Various network onditions.
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3 How

There are various tools that will help us with this assignment, we will fous

on tpdump and wireshark to get a dump of the network tra�. One

set up properly we should be able to "reord" a omplete network session

and analyze it later. This will also make it easier to ompare the di�erent

programs. We will also try to ompare the relative quality of the stream by

how we pereive the image and sound quality.

4 Shedule

Beause of other mandatory delivery's around presentation date, we reserve

a ouple of weeks with evening work for making the presentation douments.

The experiments for gathering data will be spread out through next month

(Otober and some in September)

• 5. Otober - 11.Otober: Do some extended preliminary work, and

put a foundation for further testing and measurements. (Maybe do

everything this week, depending on mandatory assignments in other

lasses)

• 19.Otober - 25.Otober: If we did not do testing and measurements

last period, we will do this, this week.

• 2.November - 8.November: Start developing the presentation material

for our presentation on 14.November.

5 Presentation

We would like to give a live demo of the di�erent programs in the lass and

then give the test-results in a series of presentation slides.
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